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HaploReg: a resource for exploring chromatin
states, conservation, and regulatory motif
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The resolution of genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) is limited by the linkage disequilibrium (LD)
structure of the population being studied. Selecting
the most likely causal variants within an LD block is
relatively straightforward within coding sequence,
but is more difficult when all variants are intergenic.
Predicting functional non-coding sequence has
been recently facilitated by the availability of conservation and epigenomic information. We present
HaploReg, a tool for exploring annotations of the
non-coding genome among the results of published
GWAS or novel sets of variants. Using LD information from the 1000 Genomes Project, linked SNPs
and small indels can be visualized along with their
predicted chromatin state in nine cell types, conservation across mammals and their effect on regulatory motifs. Sets of SNPs, such as those resulting
from GWAS, are analyzed for an enrichment of cell
type-specific enhancers. HaploReg will be useful to
researchers developing mechanistic hypotheses of
the impact of non-coding variants on clinical phenotypes and normal variation. The HaploReg database
is available at http://compbio.mit.edu/HaploReg.
INTRODUCTION
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are providing a
ﬂood of data associating genetic variants with common
phenotypes (1). A confounding factor in such studies is
linkage disequilibrium (LD), which allows many variants
at the same locus to be associated with a phenotype even if
only one of them is causal. Within genes, prioritizing the
likely causal variant is relatively straightforward; variants
are easily annotated as synonymous, missense or nonsense,

changing the consensus sequence at splice sites, or residing
in introns or UTRs. Often, however, GWAS associations
lie far from known genes or transcribed regions, presumably in distal tissue-speciﬁc enhancers. One of the most
striking examples of such a ﬁnding is the gene desert at
8q24, within which are regions speciﬁcally and independently linked to prostate, breast, ovarian, colorectal and
bladder cancer. These variants have been shown to correspond to cell-type-speciﬁc distal enhancers for the MYC
oncogene (2,3). Recent systematic comparisons of expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) and GWAS suggest
that the association of intergenic variants with complex
phenotyes is a result of alteration of gene expression regulatory elements (4,5).
Ernst and colleagues (6) recently developed a map of
chromatin states, including enhancers, promoters, insulators and heterochromatin, in nine human cell lines based
on a variety of histone modiﬁcations. Using this map, it
was demonstrated that these states can be used to prioritize SNPs within LD blocks associated with disease, and in
some cases reveal biologically plausible enrichments for
cell type-speciﬁc enhancers. Here we present a tool,
HaploReg, to systematically mine these chromatin state
data, along with conservation data and regulatory motif
alterations.
A wide range of resources exists to make predictions
about the functional consequences of variants, as well as
navigating groups of linked variants using LD information. Polyphen (7), SIFT (8) and SNPS3D (9) all make
predictions of the impact of missense SNPs. Algorithms
such as is-rSNP (10) and RAVEN (11) use regulatory
motif changes to predict SNPs that may inﬂuence transcriptional regulation. SNPinfo (12) combines missense
predictions with TRANSFAC PWM disruption predictions and conservation information across 17 vertebrates
for HapMap Phase III SNPs. SNAP (13) provides LD
calculations using 1000 Genomes Project pilot data with
information about neighboring genes and array
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breadth of genomic annotation provided by the fullfeatured genome browsers.
METHODS
HaploReg consists of a PHP interface to a MySQL
database. The initial database table was populated using
genomic coordinates and sequences for 16 151 841 biallelic
SNPs and small indels from the pilot release of the 1000
Genomes Project (17). In some cases, such as novel indels,
the variant call format (VCF) ﬁle from the pilot release did
not have a RefSNP identiﬁer (rsid); for the purpose of
creating a unique identiﬁer for this database, these variants
were assigned the label of ‘chromosome:position’ in hg18
coordinates. To provide backward compatibility with obsolete rsids, dbSNP release 132 was checked for variants at
the same position as 1000 Genomes pilot variants with
multiple rsids (18). In addition, annotations of functional
consequences were extracted from dbSNP.

Figure 1. HaploReg view of the SNPs from the lupus GWAS by Han et al.
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membership for proxy/tag SNP selection, but does not
currently include indels. HaploReg improves on SNAP
by providing LD calculation of 1000 Genomes Project
pilot indels associated with query SNPs. In addition, the
features of SNPinfo are improved upon by incorporating
evolutionary constraint based on two alogrithms
(involving the sequences of at least 29 mammals) and considering a much larger library of PWMs.
The UCSC Genome Browser (14) and ENSEMBL
Genome Browser (15,16) both allow genomic regions to
be annotated with the results of cutting-edge genomic data,
including chromatin state segmentations, ENCODE data,
1000 Genomes variants, evolutionary constraint, LD calculations and NHGRI catalog variants. However, the output of these browsers can be overwhelming, especially
when one is interested only in a limited subset of loci
(such as the variants linked to a GWAS hit.) To this
end, HaploReg combines the focus on haplotype blocks
provided by tools such as SNAP and SNPinfo with the
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exceeds that of the background set selected by the user,
a binomial test is performed, and enrichment is reported if it passes an uncorrected signiﬁcance threshold
of 0.05.
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A variety of functional annotations were then intersected with the set of variants using the BEDTools
package (19), including the chromatin state segmentation
of Ernst et al. (6), and conserved regions by GERP (20)
and SiPhy (21,22). To obtain gene annotations, RefSeq
genes (23) were downloaded from the UCSC Genome
Browser and GENCODE version 7 (24) was downloaded
from the project website. BEDTools was then used to calculate the proximity of each variant to a gene by either
annotation, as well as the orientation (30 or 50 ) relative to
the nearest end of the gene, based on the strand of the
gene.
In order to annotate variants by their effect on regulatory motifs, a library of position weight matrices (PWMs)
was constructed from literature sources and was scored on
genomic sequences as described previously (6). Brieﬂy, a
set of PWMs was collected from TRANSFAC (25),
JASPAR (26), and protein-binding microarray (PBM) experiments (27–29). The reference and alternate alleles for
each of the 1000 Genomes pilot SNPs and indels were
concatenated with 29 bp of genomic context on each
side, using the hg18 sequence obtained from the UCSC
Genome Browser (30). PWMs were then scored for instances that passed either of two thresholds, a stringent
threshold of P < 48 and a less-stringent threshold of
P < 47 (31). Only instances where a motif in the sequence
(i) passed the stringent threshold of a PWM in either
the reference or the alternate genomic sequence, and
(ii) overlapped the variable nucleotide(s) (thus changing
the PWM score) were considered. Then, the change in
log-odds (LOD) score was calculated. In cases where the
weaker match was did not pass the less-stringent threshold, an approximate minimum change of LOD score was
reported, corresponding to the difference between the
score of the stronger match to the score required to pass
the less-stringent threshold. In cases where both allelic
variants surpassed the less-stringent threshold, the exact
difference in score was reported.
GWAS results were obtained from the table curated by
NHGRI (32) (accessed June 29, 2011.) In cases where multiple studies were annotated as pertaining to the same
phenotype, unique independent SNPs were consolidated
into a single list.
LD was calculated using the phased genotype information accompanying the 1000 Genomes Project pilot release
(17). VCFTools (33) was used to perform the calculation,
using an LD threshold of r2 = 0.80, and a maximum distance between variants of 200 kb. Results from VCFTools
were then consolidated such that for every variant in our
database, a list of linked variants is accessible for each of
the three populations, along with an r2 value.
To perform enhancer enrichment analysis on sets of
variants, tables of common array designs were obtained
from the UCSC Table Browser (34) and lists were constructed of 1000 Genomes SNPs segregating in each of the
three pilot populations, as well as all SNPs in the database.
Then, a background frequency of coverage was
calculated for variants annotated as overlapping a
strong enhancer state in each cell type. When a user
submits a query list of variants, the coverage of strong
enhancers in each cell type is calculated. If the coverage

Figure 2. HaploReg detail view for the SNP rs9271055.
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